In the Comment the relativistic Doppler shift equation (1) has not been copied correctly from [1] , since equation (1) does not at all appear in [1] . It is well known that there is only one relativistic Doppler shift equation as shown in page 914 of [1] , and it reads:
(1)
The positive sign is valid for an approaching object, the negative sign for a receding object.
However, in the Comment the inverse expression of equation (1) is shown for a receding object, namely: A second error appears in the Comment: only one moving object (one rotating disk) had been considered according to Fig. (2) . However, two moving objects (two disks rotating in opposite directions v and -v), had been used in [2] , and special relativity predicts Doppler shifts between all moving objects. Hence, a shift is expected to occur for a signal emitted from a moving object (rotating disk 1) and received by another moving object (disk 2 in [2] ), and this shift has been calculated correctly in [2] by using the relativistic addition theorem for velocities, yielding equations (13) and (14) in [2] . Ives and Stillwell [3] have done a completely different experiment not comparable to the experiment in [2] . Their measurement yielded a gamma factor due to the quantum-mechanical absorption of photons in the detectors thereby transferring mass of photons into the detectors. If they would have used reflectors instead of detectors no gamma factor would have been obtained as was shown by W. Engelhardt [4] .
Hence, it has not been demonstrated in the Comment that in [2] the equations of the relativistic Doppler Effect had been misapplied. In fact, it seems that those equations may have been improperly applied in the Comment.
